BRINGING TOGETHER
Food, People, Places

Cordless Lamp Collection 2022
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Created by Lighting Designers
Our range of award-winning NEOZ Cordless Lamps are
rechargeable, portable and dimmable, designed with the
specific requirements of hotels and restaurants in mind.
We have incorporated over 30 years of experience into the
design of every NEOZ Cordless Lamp. What distinguishes
our lamps is the impeccable craftsmanship, use of
appropriate material, and exceptional quality of light. Our
lamps illuminate skin tones, food colours and textures in the
best light – critical in the hospitality environment.
NEOZ Cordless Lamps are hand-assembled in Sydney, using
only the highest quality components with up to five years
warranty to guarantee performance year after year.

Peter Ellis
Co-founder & Chief Designer
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CREATED BY
LIGHTING DESIGNERS

SUSTAINABLE
DESIGNS

Every NEOZ lamp was carefully conceived
by design professionals who specialise
in lighting. This is a critical distinction,
because it means our lamps are built for
function, elegance and longevity.
For lighting quality and serviceability.

Every component has been designed to
be serviceable and replaceable because
we know mishaps can happen. We’re still
servicing lamps from nearly 20 years ago.

EXCEPTIONAL
LIGHT QUALITY

NO ADDITIONAL LIGHT
REQUIRED

The NEOZ LED array provides a beautiful
warm white light with up to
95+ Colour Rendering Index.
Critical to illuminating skin tones and
colours accurately.

Up to 20x brighter than a tea candle,
these are not table markers. Provides
enough illumination to read menus by.
Select from 3 dimming levels for the
perfect light ambience.
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3

3

LASTING
POWER

EASY CHARGING
OPTIONS

Powered by Japanese-made Panasonic
lithium-ion battery cells, providing over
300 hours of light time on a single charge.
Select from a range of battery power
outputs to suit all users.

Choose from a range of recharging
solutions from a single base station to a
recharging station for 48 lamps.
Simply dock and charge the lamp.

5
NO HASSLE
5 YEAR WARRANTY

INTERNATIONAL
DELIVERY & APPROVALS

Shop with confidence thanks to our
dedicated customer service and
after-sales support. All NEOZ Cordless
Lamps are covered by our industryleading five year warranty.

With clients from over 100 countries
worldwide, our experienced team will
supply and deliver your order almost
anywhere in the world.
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A’ DESIGN AWARD &
COMPETITION 2021

GOOD DESIGN AWARD
2017

DARC AWARDS 2017
2ND PLACE

With over 57,000 entries since its inception in 2010, the
Milan-based A’ Design Award & Competition is one of
the most diverse international design awards. The ‘Apex’
was granted the Golden A’ Design Award in Lighting
Products and Lighting Projects Design Category by the
International Design Academy.

Founded in 1950, the GOOD DESIGN remains the oldest,
prestigious, and most recognized program for design
excellence. Each year, The Chicago Athenaeum presents
the GOOD DESIGN AWARD for the most innovative and
cutting-edge designs produced around the world.
The ‘Tall Poppy’ was a winner in the lighting category.

Darc awards/decorative is the only peer-to-peer
international awards that celebrate and focus on
decorative lighting within interior design and product
designs. Over 200 entries from 30 countries were
counted to determine the winners.
The ‘Tall Poppy’ was awarded second place in the
Decorative Table Standing Fixture category.

INTERNATIONAL DESIGN AWARD
GOLD 2013

RED DOT DESIGN AWARD:
PRODUCT DESIGN 2008

GOOD DESIGN AUSTRALIA
1998/2001/2004/2006

International Design Awards was created by designers,
thinkers and entrepreneurs in 2007 as a response to
the lack of recognition and celebration for smart and
sustainable multidisciplinary design.
The ‘Cooee’ was awarded 1st Prize in the Outdoor
Lighting category and 2nd Prize in the Urban
Sustainable Design category.

Presented by the Design Zentrum Nordrhein Westfalen
in Essen, Germany since 1954. With over 15,000
submissions from 70 countries each year, the Red Dot is
one of the most sought-after quality marks for excellent
design internationally.

Conceived in 1958, the Good Design Awards and its
forbearer is Australia’s only national design awards for
industrial design. The award proudly promotes the very
best in design, innovation, and creativity at a national
and international level.

BIRTH OF THE
CORDLESS LAMP
It all started back in 1995. We worked on the lighting design
for Penfold Wine’s Magill Estate restaurant in the Adelaide
hills with Sydney architects Allen Jack+Cottier.

Photography by Jackie Chan

Twenty-five years on, Magill continues to inspire and amaze,
reflecting its elegance and longevity.

Magill at Rockpool Bar & Grill, Melbourne

A significant challenge with restaurant lighting is the need to
move tables around and still illuminate them appropriately;
we were tasked with designing an electric lamp with no cord
to solve this problem. As there were no off-the-shelf battery
systems, we designed our own precisely to our requirements.
The result was the Magill cordless table lamp.
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MAGILL

COLLINS / LITTLE COLLINS

First released in 1995,
this is the original NEOZ Cordless Lamp designed for
the Penfolds Magill Estate Winery.
Brush body with part frosted acrylic providing direct
downlight and soft ambient side light.

The Little Collins comes with opal polymer diffuser
and a brushed stainless steel top. The Collins has an
additional stainless steel base for increased surface
illumination.

95+ CRI
LED

STAINLESS
STEEL

REDEFINING
A CLASSIC

The Apex is precision-milled from solid brass or aluminium
alloy and mechanically joined via a clear acrylic machined
tube to an internal injection-moulded form. The lamp is
fitted with a custom-made slim-profile disc LED to provide
dimmable 2600K, 94+ CRI, and 100+ lumens illumination.

Photography by Jackie Chan

To celebrate its 25th anniversary, our team designed the
Apex, a high-quality and sustainable lamp that pays tribute
to the original Magill. We kept its pure geometric quality and
created a compact and exceptionally robust product that is
tactile to handle, simple to recharge, and provides a useful
glare-free downlight for tablescapes.

Apex Real Brass at Jung Sung Contemporary Korean, Sydney

NEOZ is one of the pioneers in cordless lighting, with the
Magill Cordless Table Lamp launch in 1995.
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APEX
The Apex is the spiritual and evolutionary successor to the ‘Magill’,
our very first cordless lamp released 25 years ago.
The lamp provides an efficient and glare-free lighting, delivering
100+ lumens of downlight and a soft glow on the inner diffuser cone,
providing a beautiful warm white illumination.

Material & Finishes

Real Brass

Anodised Silver

Anodised Fire Red

Anodised Shadow Grey

Anodised Barrier Reef

Anodised Mocha

A’ DESIGN AWARD
GOLD 2021

SMALL
FOOTPRINT

METAL
BODY

From household names to legends in the industry, such as
Jason Atherton, Alain Ducasse and Thomas Keller, our table
lamps are relied upon to provide visually pleasing, simple
cord-free solutions for optimal light levels to showcase their
culinary creations.
Set the mood right with our collections. Designed with
functionality, longevity, and purpose in mind,
NEOZ Cordless Lamps reflect the same best-in-class quality
that our clients provide in service.

Photography by Gian Giovanoli

For over 20 years, NEOZ Cordless Lamps have been specified
for the most respected chefs and their fine restaurants.
Here at NEOZ Lighting, we understand the lifelong work
and passion that goes into creating the perfect fine-dining
experience.

Cooee 2c Real Brass at The King’s Social House by Jason Atherton, St. Moritz

TRUSTED BY CHEFS
& RESTAURATEURS
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COOEE 1c

COOEE 2 / COOEE 2c

COOEE 3 / COOEE 3c

The Cooee 1c features a slim durable metal body and
dome reflector giving maximum direct downlight
without glare. Ideal for table lighting
rooms with views through glass as there is minimum
reflection.

Featuring a cylindrical opal diffuser and top plate
providing soft ambient side and downlight.
The Cooee 2c has an enclosed diffuser giving
maximum direct downlight without glare.

Featuring an internally ribbed conical diffuser
providing soft ambient light. The Cooee 3c has an
additional conical reflector giving maximum direct
downlight without glare.

Material & Finishes

Lacquered Real Brass

Anodised Silver Aluminium

Lacquered Real Copper

Anodised Black Aluminium

Anodised New Bronze
Aluminium

IDA GOLD
Winner 2013

SMALL
FOOTPRINT

GLARE FREE
DOWNLIGHT

METAL
BODY

TALLER, BRIGHTER,
TOUGHER

The ‘Tall Poppy’ is fitted with a custom-built 2600k warm
white LED, producing 100+ lumens of downlight for over 10
hours on one charge. The height of the lamp allows for wideangle light distribution, illuminating a table of up to six diners
evenly and completely glare-free.
Each lamp is hand-polished to achieve a superior standard of
fit and finish before electroplating, paint or PVD finishes are
applied.

Photography by Jackie Chan

The primary design aim was to create a robust batterypowered table lamp that could provide the best dining
experience, making the customers feel relaxed and welcome.
A good table lamp is not just about having a beautiful form —
it is the light quality that makes the biggest difference to the
ambiance.

Tall Poppy Satin Black at Jung Sung Contemporary Korean, Sydney

The ‘Tall Poppy’ is the culmination of over 20 years of
experience in cordless lighting design. Inspired by natural
elements such as seashells and plants, its slender ribbed
form is diecast in zinc alloy for durability.
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TALL POPPY
The Tall Poppy provides a glare-free direct down-light in a
slender ribbed form. Its robust solid metal diecast construction
ensures durability and is available in a range of electroplated,
painted and physical vapor deposition (PVD) finishes.

Material & Finishes

Electroplated Satin Silver

Painted Satin Bronze

Electroplated Satin Brass

Painted Satin Black

PVD Reef

GOOD DESIGN
AWARD 2017

DARC AWARD
2ND PLACE 2017

GLARE FREE
DOWNLIGHT

ZINC ALLOY
DIECAST

AWARD-WINNING
DESIGN
As a design-based manufacturer, we have a long tradition
of being pioneers in the lighting field. Since 1983, NEOZ has
designed custom floor, wall, table and task lights and, in the
1990s, revolutionised the industry with our award-winning
Lightrail and Lightwire track systems.

Photography by Alan Keohane

In 2013, our Cooee Lamp range was awarded Gold for the
International Design Award under the ‘Outdoor Lighting’
category and Silver for ‘Urban Sustainable Design.’ More
recently, ‘Tall Poppy’ was awarded the GOOD DESIGN Award
2017, and ‘Apex’ was awarded the Gold in A’ Design Award
2021.

Owl 1 Brass at The Oberoi Marrakech

The NEOZ Cordless Lamp range was first developed in 1995
and awarded the Australian Design Award in 2001, 2004, and
2006. The prestigious international Red Dot Design Award
followed for our V4 Cordless Table Lamp System in 2008.
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OWL 1

OWL 2

OWL 3

Owl 1 features a dome reflector giving maximum
direct downlight without glare.

Owl 2 features a cylindrical opal diffuser and top
plate providing soft ambient side and downlight.

Owl 3 features an internally ribbed conical diffuser
on a polished body, providing soft ambient side and
downlight.

Material & Finishes

304 Stainless Steel
Lacquered Real Brass

Lacquered Real Copper

RED DOT DESIGN
AWARD 2008

SMALL
FOOTPRINT

GLARE FREE
DOWNLIGHT

METAL
BODY

TRIPLE DELIGHT
One of our most popular designs, the ‘Victoria’ cordless lamp,
is now available with a beautiful hand-blown ribbed glass
lampshade alongside the traditional cotton and pleated silk
lampshade.
The Victoria lamp’s bodies are hot forged from a single ingot
of raw brass and machine polished before going through one
of three finishing processes. Opt for the classic lacquered
finish for a long-lasting, deep lustre or choose the ‘Aged
Brass’ surface finish, a proprietary rapid ageing process
creating an authentic ‘living’ finish where the surface will
continue to evolve as you use the lamp.

Victoria Brass at Matild Cafe & Cabaret

Photography courtesy of Matild Palace Budapest

For those looking for an extra dose of decadence, an 18-karat
gold plated finish will be sure to impress.
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Material & Finishes

VICTORIA

VICTORIA GLASS

Handmade cotton or pleated silk shade on a solid
forged brass body. This slim refined cordless lamp
provides direct downlight and soft diffused sidelight.
Available in lacquered brass, aged brass or
18-karat gold plated finish.

Hand-blown green, amber or frosted ribbed glass
lampshade, paired with a solid forged brass body in
polished lacqured or the unique ‘living’ aged brass finish.

Lacquered Solid Brass
‘Living’ Aged Solid Brass

18-Karat Gold 0.5 Micron Plated
on Solid Brass

Lampshade Type

Cotton

Green Glass

Pleated Silk

Amber Glass

Frosted Glass

WHEN SIZE
MATTERS
We are thrilled to introduce ‘Elizabeth’, the latest design in our
expanding cordless lamp portfolio.

Photography by Liam Martin

Standing at a substantial 56cm high, the ‘Elizabeth’ is made
of solid brass and polished for a deep lustre. Four handmade
lampshades and two body finishes options are available.

Elizabeth in Nottingham Manor, United Kingdom

Our design team set out to reinterpret one of NEOZ’s bestselling
and beloved lamps, the Victoria. The goal was to retain the
elegance and refinement of the Victoria design while celebrating
the opportunity that scale presents — creating focus, mood and
ambience to any entryway or point of interest for restaurants
and hotels.
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ELIZABETH

Material & Finishes

Lacquered Solid Brass
‘Living’ Aged Solid Brass

Lampshade Type

Cotton Cone

Pleated Silk Cone

Cotton Drum

Pleated Silk Drum

No Shade

300+ LUMENS
3W LEDs

FULL-SIZED
BRASS BODY

Hot forged from a single ingot of raw brass, the Ritz and the
more compact Albert are CNC machined and then polished
to a deep lustre. The solid brass base is then paired with a
handmade lampshade, providing direct downlight and soft
diffused sidelight.

Photography by Jackie Chan

Originally made for The Ritz London, the classical style of
the Ritz Cordless Lamp embraces the period’s ambience and
understated elegance.

Albert with custom parchment lampshade at China Tang Landmark, Hong Kong

“PUTTIN ON
THE RITZ”
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CMF
for Albert

ALBERT

RITZ

Handmade cotton or pleated silk lamp shade on a
solid forged brass base, this slim refined cordless lamp
provides direct downlight and soft diffused sidelight.
Available in three body finishes.

Handmade parchment lamp shade on a solid forged
brass base, this classic cordless lamp provides direct
downlight and soft diffused sidelight. Available in natural
unlacquered brass or plated satin nickel finish.

Lacquered Solid Brass
‘Living’ Aged Solid Brass

18-Karat Gold Plating
on Solid Brass

Cotton Lampshade
Pleated Silk Lampshade

CMF
for Ritz

Lacquered Solid Brass
Nickle Plating on Solid Brass

Parchment Lampshade

SUSTAINABLE
LUXURY

Every piece is unique and celebrates how imperfectly perfect
timber is, just as nature intended. Choose between a handmade cotton lampshade or a hand-blown glass lampshade.

Photography by Liam Martin

We worked with the local community to identify trees of this
invasive evergreen species to harvest. The timber is then
crafted into the lamp body using sustainable processes by
local craftsman Jack Buchanan, a second generation wood
worker. The Bellingen is finished with a natural satin oil,
resulting in a water-repellent and dirt-resistant lamp body.

Bellingen Spring in Nottingham Home, United Kingdom

Our new Bellingen lamp celebrates the beauty of sustainable
timber in an organic form. Using Camphor Laurel sourced
locally from the Bellingen Shire, this beautiful hardwood
has delicate layers of rich rich multi coloured woodgrain,
which is fragranced with and reminiscent of the crisp and
clean camphor smell of its leaves when crushed. Its timber is
naturally anti-bacterial because of the natural oils embedded
within the timber, hence reducing microbial growth.
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BELLINGEN
Sustainably-sourced Australian Camphor Laurel
body paired with a hand-made cotton lampshade or
hand-blown ribbed glass lampshade.

Material & Finishes

Camphor Laurel (Body)

Spring (Short Cotton)

Evergreen (Green Glass)

Summer (Standard Cotton)

Autumn (Amber Glass)

Winter (Frosted Glass)

FIT FOR AN ICON
Overlooking the breathtaking views of Sydney harbour, Café
Sydney is a favourite for locals and visiting tourists alike.
The bespoke resin cordless lamps were first introduced into
the John Morford-designed dining room in 2001.
With over 60 lamps, they upgraded to the V4 System in 2008
to take advantage of the improved conductive charging
& docking system. This was followed by the light source
upgrade from halogen to LED in 2021.

Photography by Anson Smart

Custom Amber Gem 2 Resin at Cafe Sydney

As with all NEOZ Cordless Lamps, they’re built to last, and all
parts are serviceable. To this day Café Sydney’s
cordless lamps are still lighting up their tables against one of
the most iconic backdrops in the world!
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GEM 1 RESIN

GEM 2 RESIN

MEDUSA

Handcrafted solid resin rectangular
shaped diffuser, providing a soft ambient light in
in Amber or Opal.

Handcrafted solid resin cylindrical
shaped diffuser, providing a soft ambient light in
in Amber or Opal.

Hand crafted in the Blue Mountains by one of our
favourite artists, the Medusa Cordless Lamp with its
complex production cycle has a solid resin form that
encapsulates a reflector providing glare free table
lighting in a unique illuminated form.

95+ CRI
LED

HANDCRAFTED
RESIN

OMNI
DIRECTIONAL

IMPORTANCE OF
LIGHT QUALITY
Lighting is one of the most critical elements in how people
experience a designed environment. Poor lighting choices
can negatively impact an otherwise creatively designed space.
The lighting solution needs to be aesthetically authentic to the
overall design and importantly create a comfortable pleasing
ambience.

“The FF&E is a critical part of the lighting chemistry; the tone and
brightness must play with space as part of the overall scene.
An important part of the brief was that each of the tables should
have its own glow to light guests’ face, so our solution was to equip
each table with a cordless, rechargeable LED lamp by NEOZ.”
Rob Honeywill - MD, Maurice Brill Lighting Design

Egg Original at Tali Wiru Dining, Ayers Rock

We have developed custom LED light sources in beautiful
warm white with a colour rendering index (CRI) of up to 95+,
reproducing natural-looking light that presents accurate
colours, complementary to skin tones and food colours.

Photography courtesy of Voyages Indigenous Tourism Australia

For over 25 years, we have worked hard to perfect the cordless
table lamp through various diffuser forms,
offering a choice of light direction and diffusion.
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EGG ORIGINAL

EGG FRITTED

Hand blown frosted glass diffuser in the classic NEOZ
Egg shape, providing a beautiful soft ambient light.

Hand blown fritted glass diffuser,
providing a soft ambient light.

AUSTRALIAN DESIGN
AWARD 2001

HAND BLOWN
GLASS

OMNI
DIRECTIONAL

MARGARITA
LITTLE / STANDARD
The Little Margarita features a hand blown
assymetric frosted glass diffuser providing an omni
directional soft ambient light. The Margarita comes
with an additional stainless steel base.

A LAMP FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
With its pure minimalistic form, the ‘Ice Square’ and ‘Ice
Round’ range of NEOZ Cordless Lamps perfectly complement
most interior settings and is a firm
favourite for many designer professional and home owners
alike.

Photography by Jackie Chan

Ice Square 100 in Vaucluse Home, Sydney

In the home, the versatility of our design means it can provide
functional illumination for outdoor alfresco dining, bedside
lighting or dimmed down to provide a discreet mood light for
study or living rooms.
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ICE SQUARE 100 / 85

ICE ROUND 100 / 85

The Ice Square features a pressed frosted glass diffuser
in a square tapered shape providing a soft ambient
light, they are available in two sizes.

The Ice Round features a pressed frosted glass diffuser
in a round tapered cylindrical shape providing a soft
ambient light, they are available in two sizes.

SMALL
FOOTPRINT

PRESSED
GLASS

OMNI
DIRECTIONAL

CORPORATE BRANDING
AVAILABLE
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SERVICE

EXPERIENCE

We strive to design and manufacture
quality lighting products that will benefit
people and their environments – and we
pride ourselves on our quality and service.

With nearly 40 years of design and
manufacturing experience at NEOZ, we
continue to design, develop and assemble
from our factory in Terrey Hills in the
beautiful forest district of Sydney.

The NEOZ Cordless lamp has been
designed and engineered with commercial
usage in mind, that’s why all components
are replaceable, serviceable and
recyclable.
Testament to our confidence in our
products and long term commitment to
our clients, every NEOZ Cordless Lamp is
backed by our 5 year warranty* and can
be serviced for the life of the lamp.

* Please refer to web link below for your full warranty coverage
https://www.neoz.com.au/warranty/

Our products are sold in every continent
around the world with clients from over
100 countries.
Our dedicated sales and freight team can
assist you to arrange a prompt delivery of
your order.
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PRO

66hrs+

A Lamp Controller for maximum light operating
times with a high capacity 5800mAh Li-ion
rechargeable batteries for extended service
life. Available with a choice of high efficient LED
array for perfect colour rendering.
Compatible with 26 table cordless lamp designs
and our illuminated furniture range the PRO
option provides up to 310 hours* of light on a
single charge.

UNO

13hrs+

Combines a high performance LED array
and a single 2900mAh Li-ion rechargeable
battery cell with proven NEOZ technology.
A slim compact Lamp Controller compatible
with 30 table cordless lamp designs and all
charging systems. Provides up to
130+ hours* of light on a single charge.

LAMP CONTROL UNIT SPECIFICATION

Type

UNO

Battery

Panasonic
Li-ion 3.7V
2900mAh

Cells

1

Charge
Time

5.5hrs

500+ cycles*

PRO

Panasonic
Li-ion 11.1V
5800mAh
500+ cycles*

6

11hrs

Light Source
Option
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Colour
Temperature
(Kelvin)

Operating Time
(hours)

Brightness
(lumens)

High

Med

Low

Colour
Rendering
Index

Bulb Life
(Hours)

1W LED Warm White (Standard)

2600k

13

35

130

68+

95+

50,000+

1W LED Warm Candle (Optional for selected lamps)

1800k

13

35

130

58+

93+

50,000+

1W LED DISC (APEX & Tall Poppy)

2600k

10

22

100

100+

94+

50,000+

1W LED Warm White (Standard)

2600k

66

116

310

85+

95+

50,000+

1W LED Warm Candle (Optional for selected lamps)

1800k

66

116

310

75+

93+

50,000+

3W LED Warm White (Elizabeth & optional for selected lamps*)

2600k

22

39

103

300+

92+

50,000+

POWER
SOURCE

100 - 240V Switch-Mode Electronic Power Supply
15W SMPU for max. 1 Lamp, 50W SMPU for max. 5 Lamps, 120W SMPU for max. 12 Lamps
Approved for worldwide usage supplied with appropriate mains electric plug type

WARRANTY

NEOZ warrants the products sold by it to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of five (5) years from the date of
purchase. Please refer to www.neoz.com.au/warranty/ for more information.

Information correct as of August 2022
Specifications are subject to change without notice.

LAMP SPECIFICATION
Dimensions
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Weight

Light Type

Materials & Surface Finish

Lamp Controller Options

IP Rating

1.1 kg / 2.4 lb

Forged & machined polished Brass or Aged Brass body
paired with handmade Cotton or Pleated Silk lampshade

UNO

IP 30

Sidelight & Downlight

0.53 kg / 1.2 lb

Anodised Aluminium with Acrylic clear diffuser

0.85 kg / 1.9 lb

Real Brass with Acrylic clear diffuser

UNO

IP 52

Sidelight & Downlight

(Based on the heaviest configuration)

Albert

275mm x 120mm
(10¾”) x (4¾””)

Apex

208mm x 80.5mm
(8¼”) x (3¼”)

Bellingen Spring

230mm x 120mm
(9”) x (4¾”)

0.39 kg / 0.8 lb

Camphor Laurel body with
hand-made Cotton lampshade

UNO

IP 30

Sidelight & Downlight

Bellingen Summer

275mm x 120mm
(10¾”) x (4¾”)

0.40 kg / 0.9 lb

Camphor Laurel body with
hand-made Cotton lampshade

UNO

IP 30

Sidelight & Downlight

Bellingen Evergreen
Bellingen Autumn
Bellingen Winter

230mm x 116mm
(9”) x 4½”)

0.65 kg / 1.4 lb

Camphor Laurel body with
hand blown Glass lampshade
Green, Amber, Frosted

UNO

IP 30

Sidelight & Downlight

Collins

195mm x 100mm
(7¾”) x (4”)

0.73 kg / 1.6 lb

UNO / PRO

IP 52

Omni Directional

Cooee 1c

210mm x 90mm
(8¼”) x (3½”)

0.23 kg / 0.5 lb

Cooee 2 & Cooee 2c

210mm x 90mm
(8¾”) x (3¾ ”)

0.26 kg / 0.6 lb

UNO

IP 52

Sidelight & Downlight /
Glare-Free Downlight

Cooee 3 & Cooee 3c

220mm x 97mm
(8½”) x (3½”)

0.23 kg / 0.5 lb

Egg

180mm x 120mm
(7½”) x (4¾”)

1.00 kg / 2.2 lb

UNO / PRO

IP 52

Omni Directional

Egg Fritted

180mm x 120mm
(7½”) x (4¾”)

1.11 kg / 2.5 lb

UNO / PRO

IP 52

Omni Directional

Elizabeth

560mm x 270mm
(22¼”) x (10½”)

2.8 kg / 6.2 lb

Forged & machined polished Brass or Aged Brass body
paired with handmade Cotton or Pleated Silk lampshade

PRO

IP 30

Omni Directional

Gem 1 Resin

175mm x 115mm
(7”) x (4½”)

1.48 kg / 3.3 lb
IP 52

Omni Directional

180mm x 115mm
(7”) x (4½”)

Smooth hand polished Polyester Resin
Amber, Opal

UNO / PRO

Gem 2 Resin

1.32 kg / 2.9 lb

Brushed Stainless Steel top & base with Acrylic diffuser

Clear Anodised Aluminium with a brushed finish
Anodised New Bronze
Anodised Satin Black
Lacquered Brass with a brushed finish
Lacquered Copper with a brushed finish

Hand blown Frosted glass
Gloss hand blown glass in Opal

LAMP SPECIFICATION
Dimensions
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Weight

Light Type

Materials & Surface Finish

Lamp Controller Options

IP Rating

Pressed Frosted Glass

UNO / PRO

IP 52

Omni Directional

(Based on the heaviest configuration)

Ice Square 100

175mm x 110mm
(7”) x (4¼”)

1.81 kg / 4.0 lb

Ice Square 85

160mm x 85mm
(6¼”) x (3½”)

1.24 kg / 2.7 lb

Ice Round 100

175mm x 110mm
(7”) x (4¼”)

1.64 kg / 3.6 lb

Ice Round 85

160mm x 85mm
(6¼”) x (3½”)

1.04 kg / 2.3 lb

Little Collins

145mm x 100mm
(5¾”) x (4”)

0.63 kg / 1.4 lb

Brushed Stainless Steel top & base with Acrylic diffuser

UNO / PRO

IP 52

Omni Directional

Little Magarita

180mm x 100mm
(7”) x (4”)

1.11 kg / 2.5 lb

Hand blown Frosted Glass

UNO / PRO

IP 52

Omni Directional

Magarita

205mm x 100mm
(8”) x (4”)

1.22 kg / 2.7 lb

Hand blown Frosted Glass with polished Stainless Steel base

UNO / PRO

IP 52

Omni Directional

Magill

195mm x 100mm
(7¾”) x (4”)

0.53 kg / 1.9 lb

Brushed Stainless Steel with Acrylic clear diffuser

UNO / PRO

IP 52

Sidelight & Downlight

195mm x 140mm x 110mm
(7¾”) x (5½”) x (4½”)

1.42 kg / 3.2 lb

Smooth Hand Polished Clear White Polyester Resin

PRO

IP 52

Omni Directional

Owl 1

190mm x 78mm
(7½”) x (3”)

0.55 kg / 1.2 lb

Owl 2

190mm x 90mm
(7½”) x (3½”)

0.60 kg / 1.4 lb

UNO / PRO

IP 52

Glare-Free Downlight

Owl 3

200mm x 95mm
(8”) x (3½”)

0.58 kg / 1.3 lb

Ritz

275mm x 130mm
(11”) x (5”)

2.2 kg / 4.8 lb

UNO / PRO

IP 30

Sidelight & Downlight

Tall Poppy

270mm x 94mm
(10½”) x (3½”)

0.82kg / 1.8 lb

UNO

IP 52

Glare-Free Downlight

Medusa

Stainless Steel with a brushed finish
Lacquered Brass with a brushed finish
Lacquered Cooper with a brushed finish

Forged & Machined Polished Brass body with
handmade Parchment lampshade
Electroplated Liquid Silver on Zinc Alloy 3
Electroplated Liquid Gold on Zinc Alloy 3
Painted Satin Bronze on Zinc Alloy 3
Painted Satin Black on Zinc Alloy 3

Victoria

275mm x 120mm
(10¾”) x (4¾””)

Victoria Glass

230mm x 116mm
(9”) x (4½””)

0.8 kg / 1.8 lb

Forged & machined Polished Brass or Aged Brass body
paired with handmade Cotton or Pleated Silk Lampshade

UNO

IP 30

Sidelight & Downlight

0.98 kg / 2.2 lb

Forged & machined Polished Brass or Aged Brass body
paired with hand-blown glass Lampshade - Green, Amber, Frosted

UNO

IP 52

Sidelight & Downlight

CHARGING OPTIONS

Featuring ‘Quick Turn Off’, the lamp will automatically turn off
when placed on the recharging tray dock and start charging.

CHARGING OPTIONS
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SINGLE LAMP CHARGER
1 LAMP

SMALL TRAY
4 LAMPS

LARGE TRAY
12 LAMPS

Recharge or illuminate lamp using mains power on
base station. Lamp illuminates on Base with rotation
switching. Standard accessories with home units

Recharging and storage platform for up to 4 Lamps
Durable polycarbonate construction provides
a stable platform. Suitable for both home and
commerical application.

Recharging and storage platform for up to 12 Lamps
Durable polycarbonate construction provides
a stable platform.

CORDLESS +
CORDED OPERATION*

QUICK
TURN OFF

100-240V
WORLDWIDE

CHARGING OPTIONS
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SMALL RECHARGING STATION
24 LAMPS

MEDIUM RECHARGING STATION
36 LAMPS

LARGE RECHARGING STATION
48 LAMPS

Recharging and storage platform for up to 24 Lamps
housed within a 2 tier stainless steel trolley fully
assembled with one power plug for
mains connection.

Recharging and storage platform for up to 36 Lamps
housed within a 3 tier stainless steel trolley fully
assembled with one power plug for
mains connection.

Recharging and storage platform for up to 48 Lamps
housed within a 2 tier double width stainless steel trolley
fully assembled with one power plug for
mains connection.

COMMERCIAL
READY

QUICK
TURN OFF

100-240V
WORLDWIDE

FULLY ASSEMBLED &
READY TO USE

CHARGING SPECIFICATION
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SINGLE
LAMP CHARGER

SMALL
TRAY

LARGE
TRAY

SMALL
RECHARGING STATION

MEDIUM
RECHARGING STATION

LARGE
RECHARGING STATION

CAPACITY

1

4

12

24

36

48

FEATURES

Lamp illuminates on Base
with rotation switching

Quick Turn Off

Quick Turn Off

Quick Turn Off

Quick Turn Off

Quick Turn Off

0.25 kg / 1.1 lb

1.1 kg / 2.4 lb

3 kg / 6.6 lb

19 kg / 42 lb

23 kg / 51 lb

33 kg / 73lb

Ø100mm x 25mm
(Ø4” ) x (1”)

262 x 262 x 26 mm
(10¼”) x (10¼”) x (1”)

595 x 440 x 26 mm
(24”) x (18”) x (1”)

610 x 450 x 900 mm
(24”) x (18”) x (36”)

610 x 450 x 1250 mm
(24”) x (18”) x (49”)

910 x 610 x 900 mm
(36”) x (24”) x (36”)

Polycarbonate

Polycarbonate +
Aluminium

Polycarbonate +
Aluminium

Plated Steel Frame +
Polycarbonate Tray

Plated Steel Frame +
Polycarbonate Tray

Plated Steel Frame +
Polycarbonate Tray

100 - 240V
15W SMPS

100 - 240V
50W SMPS

100 - 240V
120W SMPS

100 - 240V
120W SMPS x 2 Units

100 - 240V
120W SMPS x 3 Units

100 - 240V
120W SMPS x 4 Units

WEIGHT

(with Power Supply)

DIMENSIONS

MATERIAL

SWITCH MODE
POWER SUPPLY
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LAMP CARRIER
Designed to safely and efficiently transport multiple NEOZ cordless
table lamps. In a busy hospitality environment, this bag will help
minimise mishandling, reduce premature wear and tear, speed up
service preparation. Available in 4 or 6 Lamp Carrier.
Please refer to the specification for lamp compatibility.

REDUCE PREMATURE
WEAR & TEAR

SPEED UP
SERVICE PREP

ILLUMINATED
FURNITURE
NEOZ Cordless Lighting technology is incorporated into
special illuminated furniture designed by
Henrietta Gothe-Ellis for commercial and home use.

Port Douglas Sugar Wharf

Photography by Henrietta Gothe-Ellis

Manufactured from durable linear low-density polyethylene
(LLDPE), these illuminated pieces of furniture combines
unrivalled performance with lightweight, practical portability.
The unit is fitted with a 300 lumens 3W Warm White LED light
source and has an ingress protection rating of IP51, suitable
for indoor and outdoor use.
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CORDLESS
FLEXIBILITY

COMMERCIAL
DURABILITY

Powered by the award winning NEOZ
Cordless Lighting System, use the
illuminated furniture wirelessly for up to 22
hours* or operate from the mains power
while simultaneously charging the battery.

Fabricated in rotational moulded UV Stabilised Polyethylene, a
durable, weather resistant and easily recycled plastic.
These illuminated furniture are light weight & portable (6kg) with
a maximum loading of up to 300kg**. Like every NEOZ products,
the illuminated furniture are covered by our 5 year warranty.

A 5 unit charging solutions can also be
provided upon request.

* Operating on high light output settings (300+ lumens)
with 3W LED & PRO battery pack.
* * Max load for the standard Aura, 200kg for the Aura Mini
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AURA

AURA MINI

In collaboration with designer Henrietta Gothe-Ellis
of 2DESIGN, the award winning Aura illuminated
modular seat utilizes NEOZ PRO Cordless technology
to provide a soft ambient glow.

A mini version of the Aura, an award winning
illuminated modular seat, using NEOZ PRO Cordless
technology to provide a soft ambient glow.

97+ LUMENS
1.2W LEDs

300+ LUMENS
3W LEDs

OMNI
DIRECTIONAL

610+ LUMENS 11W CFL
MAINS POWER CORDED

FOR PRICING & ORDERING

NEOZ WARRANTY
NEOZ warrants the cordless lamp range for 5 years
from the date of purchase. For further information, see
www.neoz.com.au/warranty/

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

ONLINE

EMAIL

BY PHONE

20 Tepko Road Terrey Hills
NSW 2084 Australia

www.neoz.com

sales@neoz.com.au

+61 2 9810 5520

08:00-17:00 AEST
Monday - Friday

DISTRIBUTORS & RETAILERS
For your local distributor, reseller & retailers, please refer to our website www.neoz.com

SERVICE
All parts are replaceable or recyclable.
Technical support available at
service@neoz.com.au

SOCIAL
Follow us on Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest & Houzz for
the latest trends and inspirations

CUSTOM DESIGNS
With in-house design & manufacturing capability, we can give you the chance to
customise selected products or create bespoke designs for your next projects.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY
For our international retail & commercial customers, we can organise a door to door
service with all the necessary importation paper work including certificate of origin to
ensure a smooth delivery. We use DHL or Fedex for all our international delivery.

LEGAL
Neoz V4 & V4.5 Cordless Lamps are covered by Design Registration,
Software Copyright, Patents and Patents Pending
Information correct as of August 2022.
Specifications are subject to changes without notice.

Cordless Lamp Collection 2022 Q3
www.neoz.com

